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Abstract The Laramide province is characterized by foreland basin partitioning through the growth of
basement arches. Although variable along the western U.S. margin, the general consensus is initiation of
this structural style by the early Campanian (~80 Ma). This has been linked to flat‐slab subduction beneath
western North America, but the extent and cause for a flat slab remain debated, invoking the need for better
constraints on the regional variations in timing of Laramide deformation. We present new conglomerate
clast composition, sandstone petrographic, and detrital zircon U‐Pb geochronologic data from the Upper
Cretaceous Beaverhead Group in southwestern Montana that suggest a pre‐Campanian history of
basement‐involved deformation. During the early stages of deposition (~88–83 Ma), two separate
depositional systems derived sediment from the Lemhi subbasin and distal thrust sheets to the west as well
as Paleozoic strata eroding off the exhuming Blacktail‐Snowcrest arch to the east. Our data provide the first
conclusive evidence for the longitudinal transport of gravel via Cordilleran paleorivers connecting
sediment sources in east central Idaho to depocenters in southwestern Montana and northwestern
Wyoming. Furthermore, erosion of Paleozoic strata by this time requires that the Blacktail‐Snowcrest arch
was exhuming prior to ~88 Ma in order to remove the Mesozoic overburden. Later (~73–66 Ma) sediment
flux was entirely from the foreland‐propagating fold‐thrust belt to the west. These results suggest that
Laramide‐style deformation in southwestern Montana preceded initiation elsewhere along the margin,
requiring revision of existing models for Laramide tectonism.

1. Introduction

The North American Cordillera in the western United States displays two different structural styles: a Sevier‐
style fold‐thrust belt consisting largely of thrusted Paleozoic passive margin units and the Laramide‐style
Archean and Proterozoic basement‐cored uplifts. For more than four decades, Laramide‐style deformation
has been linked to shallow or flat‐slab subduction beneath western North America (Bird, 1998; Brown,
1988; Coney & Reynolds, 1977; Dickinson & Snyder, 1978; Erslev, 1993; Jordan, 1981; Jordan &
Allmendinger, 1986; Saleeby, 2003; Snyder et al., 1976; Tarduno et al., 1985); however, the initial timing,
along‐strike extent, and driver for a flat slab remain controversial.

Timing of flat‐slab subduction has been investigated by way of dating the inboard migration of magmatism
inferred to accompany insertion of a flat slab (e.g., Coney & Reynolds, 1977; Copeland et al., 2017), elucidat-
ing the role of and transition to regional dynamic subsidence from thrust‐belt controlled flexural subsidence
(Cross, 2009; Liu & Nummedal, 2004; Painter & Carrapa, 2013), resolving the timing and spatial extent of
basin development adjacent to basement uplifts and their associated synorogenic deposits (Dickinson
et al., 1988; DeCelles et al., 1987, 1991; Graham et al., 1986; Hoy & Ridgway, 1997; Ingersoll et al., 1987;
Lawton, 1983, 2008; Nichols et al., 1985; Ryder & Scholten, 1973), and the application of low‐temperature
thermochronometry and paleoaltimetry in Laramide ranges (Carrapa et al., 2019; Cerveny & Steidtmann,
1993; Crowley et al., 2002; Fan & Carrapa, 2014; Omar et al., 1994; Peyton et al., 2012; Stevens et al.,
2016). The overall picture that emerges from these studies is initiation of Laramide tectonism in early
Campanian time (~80 Ma).

The hypothesized spatial extent of flat‐slab subduction fits under two models. Early workers generally
invoked Pacific basin plate kinematics and increased basal tractions beneath western North America as
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the cause for slab flattening (Bird, 1984, 1998; Dickinson & Snyder, 1978). More specifically, an increased
convergence rate accompanied by a shift toward more orthogonal convergence may have resulted in a
decrease in slab dip that was enhanced by restricted asthenospheric flow around the cratonic keel beneath
Wyoming (Jones et al., 2011). These models considered a broad zone of flat‐slab subduction to have migrated
in an easterly direction beneath the continent. In contrast, more recent workers have generally called upon
subduction of an anomalously thick portion of oceanic crust, such as a plateau or aseismic ridge; these work-
ers have converged toward a model where initial collision and subduction occurred beneath the southwes-
tern United States with progressive insertion toward the northeast beneath Arizona, Utah and NewMexico,
Colorado, and eventually Wyoming, along a narrow flat‐slab corridor (Axen et al., 2018; Copeland et al.,
2017; Henderson et al., 1984; Liu et al., 2008, 2010; Liu & Currie, 2016; Livaccari et al., 1981; Saleeby,
2003; Yonkee & Weil, 2015).

Southwestern Montana and east central Idaho are characterized by an overlap between Sevier‐style thrust-
ing to the west and Laramide‐style thrusting to the east (Figure 1). Early, Aptian‐Albian (ca. 120–95 Ma)
thrusting within basement uplifts in southwestern Montana was suggested based on isopach and paleocur-
rent indicators (Schwartz & DeCelles, 1988; Suttner et al., 1981) and redistribution of alluvial gravels
(DeCelles, 1986; Schwartz & DeCelles, 1988) in nonmarine strata. Recent thermochronologic work in the
Laramide‐style uplifts of southwestern Montana also hints at a pre‐80 Ma initiation of exhumation, possibly
as early as 100 Ma (Carrapa et al., 2019). To the east in the Big Horn basin in northwest Wyoming, soft sedi-
ment deformation structures constrained by detrital zircon U‐Pb ages suggest initiation of basement defor-
mation between 82.4 and 78.0 Ma (Jackson et al., 2019). These dates are of interest because they suggest
basement‐involved shortening in the Laramide province of southwestern Montana and northwestern
Wyoming during ongoing Late Cretaceous‐Paleogene Idaho batholith magmatism (Gaschnig et al., 2010)
and prior to the ~80 Ma inception of shallow subduction along the better studied Laramide transect from
central California to northeastern Wyoming (e.g., Yonkee & Weil, 2015).

In southwestern Montana, the Upper Cretaceous Beaverhead Group unconformably overlies rocks
deformed by the Blacktail‐Snowcrest basement uplift and the thrust belt and is also deformed by these
structures, which demonstrates a synorogenic nature for these strata (Haley, 1986). Approximately 50–
75 km northeast of the study area in synorogenic rocks correlative to the Beaverhead Group adjacent
to the Hilgard and Spanish Peaks faults (Figure 1), Tysdal et al. (1986), DeCelles et al. (1987), and
Kellogg and Harlan (2007) constrained the major episode of shortening along basement‐involved faults
to an interval between 79 and 65 Ma. Within the current study area, the timing is poorly constrained.
Based primarily on conglomerate clast compositions and paleocurrent data, Beaverhead Group strata
are thought to have been sourced in part from both the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift to the east and the
Sevier‐style fold‐thrust belt to the west (Figure 2; e.g., Haley, 1986). The depositional age of the
Beaverhead Group, which is mostly constrained by the sparse palynological data of Nichols et al.
(1985), broadly implies deposition during the Coniacian‐Campanian (~89–72 Ma). Structural and strati-
graphic relationships, however, suggest that part of the Beaverhead Group is Maastrichtian and may span
into the Paleocene (Haley & Perry, 1991).

Despite its great stratigraphic thickness (>3,000 m), the depositional age and provenance of the
Beaverhead Group remain poorly constrained. Given that the Beaverhead Group is synorogenic and
records deformation in both the basement uplifts and interior fold‐thrust belt, understanding the spatio-
temporal relationship between the Beaverhead Group and the Sevier and Laramide structures is crucial
for resolving the tectonic history of southwestern Montana through the late Mesozoic and early
Cenozoic (Schmitt et al., 1995) and the structural and stratigraphic evolution of the Laramide province
prior to and during the early stages of development of flat‐slab subduction. We aim to better constrain
the depositional timing and provenance of the Beaverhead Group through a multiproxy approach that
includes U‐Pb dating of detrital zircons from several stratigraphic levels integrated with new and existing
conglomerate clast and sandstone compositional data.

Detrital zircon geochronology has not been employed to investigate sediment sources in detail or constrain
depositional ages in the Beaverhead Group. Laskowski et al. (2013) used U‐Pb detrital zircon geochronology
to infer the provenance from a few intervals within the Beaverhead Group and suggested that it broadly has a
complex mixed passive margin and Archean basement (Wyoming) provenance. Furthermore, they
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Figure 1. a) Generalized geologic map of southwestern Montana and east central Idaho. LRR = Lost River Range, LR = Lemhi Range, BhM = Beaverhead
Mountains, TM = Tendoy Mountains, PM = Pioneer Mountains, BM = Blacktail Mountains, RR = Ruby Range, SR = Snowcrest Range, GR = Gravelly Range,
CM = Centennial Mountains, MR = Madison Range, TRM = Tobacco Root Mountains, HM = Highland Mountains. Modified from Vuke et al. (2007) and
Lewis et al. (2012). b) Schematic stratigraphy of hanging walls of major thrust sheets in southwestern Montana and east central Idaho (modified from Skipp, 1988).
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suggested that due to sparse arc‐derived grains, a local drainage divide separated the Beaverhead
depocenters and the magmatic arc. However, depositional ages were not interpreted and the samples
were not placed into a stratigraphic context. Our approach, which utilizes detrital zircon U‐Pb
geochronology combined with sandstone petrography and conglomerate clast compositions from
stratigraphically constrained positions, allows us to clarify maximum depositional ages (MDAs) and
potential sediment sources to the foreland basin both spatially and temporally throughout Late
Cretaceous time. These data are then used to place additional constraints on the timing and evolution of
Sevier and Laramide structures in southwestern Montana and eastern Idaho in the context of margin‐
wide models for flat‐slab subduction.

2. Background
2.1. Regional Tectonics

The western North American Cordillera is characterized by a system of fold‐thrust belts and retroarc fore-
land basins with along‐strike continuity that extends from the Arctic region southward to central Mexico.
This orogenic system commenced during Middle to Late Jurassic (Currie, 1997; DeCelles & Burden, 1992;
DeCelles & Currie, 1996; DeCelles, 2004) or Early Cretaceous (Heller et al., 1986) time as oceanic crust sub-
ducted beneath western Laurentia during the Sevier orogeny. A retroarc foreland basin developed adjacent
to the Sevier fold‐thrust belt initially as a result of flexural subsidence due to the orogenic load (Currie, 1997;
DeCelles, 2004; Jordan, 1981; Roberts & Kirschbaum, 1995). This system propagated farther to the east as
subduction continued throughout the Cretaceous. After ~81 Ma, dynamic mechanisms associated with
low‐angle subduction during Laramide tectonism resulted in an increase in basin wavelength (DeCelles,
2004; Liu & Nummedal, 2004; Mitrovica et al., 1989; Pang & Nummendal, 1995; Painter & Carrapa, 2013;
Roberts & Kirschbaum, 1995). By Latest Cretaceous through the mid‐Cenozoic, the foreland basin was parti-
tioned by basement‐cored uplifts during the Laramide event (Bird, 1998; DeCelles, 2004; English &
Johnston, 2004; Fan & Carrapa, 2014; Saleeby, 2003; Yonkee & Weil, 2015). Laramide‐style uplifts generally
occurred eastward from the Sevier front, except in southwestern Montana and western Wyoming where
there was local interaction between the Sevier belt and Laramide‐style uplifts (Craddock et al., 1988;
Schmidt & Garihan, 1983).

Figure 2. Geologic map of the study area. Modified from Lonn et al. (2000) and Skipp and Janecke (2004). Topography from the Global Multi‐Resolution
Topography (GMRT) data set.
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2.2. Local Structure and Sediment Dispersal

The most prominent Laramide‐style, basement‐cored foreland uplift
directly to the east of the study area is the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift,
which is inferred to have partitioned the foreland basin during the Late
Cretaceous (Figure 1; Dyman et al., 1994). Steeply NW dipping reverse
faults bounding the southeastern margin of the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift
juxtaposed Archean and Proterozoic basement hanging wall rocks against
highly deformed Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata (Haley, 1986; Kulik &
Schmidt, 1988; Schmitt et al., 1995; Sheedlo, 1984). Nichols et al. (1985)
suggested that palynomorphs from the Lima Conglomerate of the
Beaverhead Group, which had been interpreted to record the exhumation
of the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift based on conglomerate clast composi-
tions, restrict uplift to 81–78 Ma, which would make it 10–15 myr older
than the Laramide uplifts in Wyoming (e.g., Wind River Range, Stevens
et al., 2016). Others have asserted that the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift
was in its earliest stages of exhumation while the Kootenai Formation
was deposited (~100 Ma) (DeCelles, 1986; Perry et al., 1983).

To the west of the study area, there are eight major thrusts that constitute
the NW‐SE trending Sevier‐style fold‐thrust belt (from west to east):
Pioneer, Copper Basin, Hawley/Poison Creek, Freeman‐North Fork,
Fritz, Cabin, Medicine Lodge, and Tendoy thrusts (Figure 1; Perry &
Sando, 1982; Skipp, 1988; Lonn et al., 2016), which exhumed mostly
Paleozoic passive margin and Mesozoic continental strata that are inter-
preted as the primary sources of foreland basin sediment. Activity along
these thrusts is generally assumed to young from southwest to northeast,
with the exception of out‐of‐sequence thrusting associated with the Cabin
thrust (Skipp, 1988). Activity on the frontal Tendoy thrust is loosely con-
strained to <78 Ma (mid‐Campanian or younger) due to its interaction
with the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift (e.g., Perry et al., 1988; Perry et al.,
1989). The uplift modified the structural position of stratigraphic detach-
ment horizons utilized within the Sevier thrust belt as it was propagating
to the east, creating a complicated, westward younging thrust imbrication
in the Tendoy thrust sheet (McDowell, 1997; Perry et al., 1989).

In terms of provenance, the Tendoy thrust sheet has long been considered
the most significant contributor of sediment to the Beaverhead Group. Its
hanging wall consists of the Mississippian Snowcrest Range Group and
Pennsylvanian‐Triassic Quadrant, Phosphoria, Park City, Dinwoody,
and Woodside Formations (Figure 1b; Skipp, 1988). To the west, the
Four Eyes Canyon sheet carried similar Mississippian strata with some
Pennsylvanian‐Permian strata still preserved on the sheet to the south
(Perry & Sando, 1982). The Medicine Lodge sheet thrust carried mainly
Mississippian to Devonian strata, whereas the Cabin thrust carried a wide
range of rocks from Pennsylvanian strata to Archean gneiss, including
Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup rocks. The Hawley Creek and Fritz
Creek thrusts farther to the west exhumed Lemhi Group rocks of the
Belt Supergroup and Ordovician‐Mississippian strata. Additionally, the
Hawley Creek thrust sheet carried the Cambrian Beaverhead plutons
(~500 Ma) and Lower Pennsylvanian strata (Skipp, 1988).

2.3. Stratigraphy

Upper Cretaceous strata in the study area were deposited in the western
foredeep and wedge top of the Cordilleran foreland basin and are mostly
nonmarine (e.g., Dyman et al., 1994). The Cretaceous strata in the study

Figure 3. Stratigraphic chart of the Beaverhead Group. Detrital zircon
samples are placed according to previous age constraints with interpreted
maximum depositional ages from this study. Note that CCR‐8.2 is not
stratigraphically represented on this diagram but is placed according to its
maximum depositional age and the nearest possibly related outcrop.
1Modified from Haley and Perry (1991). 2Modified from Haley and Perry
(1991) and Schmitt et al. (1995). 3Antone Peak Formation of Haley (1986).
4May be equivalent to the Lima Conglomerate based on clast compositions.
5Clover Creek and Monida Sandstones of the Antone Peak Formation.
6Note that no stratigraphic column is shown for Clark Canyon Reservoir
(CCR).
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area are composed of (from oldest to youngest) the Kootenai Formation (Aptian to Albian), Blackleaf
Formation (Albian to Cenomanian), Frontier Formation (Cenomanian to Turonian), and Beaverhead
Group (Coniacian to Maastrichtian or Lower Cenozoic). These strata locally exceed 6,000 m in total thick-
ness in the western part of the study area. Sedimentary rocks interpreted to have been deposited in the fore-
deep thin eastward toward the interior of the North American craton. Considerable exposure of the
Cretaceous strata is present in the Lima Peaks area, Snowcrest Range, and Tendoy and Pioneer mountains
(Dyman et al., 1994). The Cretaceous strata unconformably overlie the widespread Upper Jurassic Morrison
Formation and, in some areas, older Paleozoic units. Upper Cretaceous strata are unconformably overlain by
lower Cenozoic strata.

The Beaverhead Group unconformably overlies the Frontier Formation in the Lima Peaks area, but the con-
tact appears to become conformable toward the east (Figure 3; Dyman et al., 1991; Schmitt et al., 1995). The
sub‐Beaverhead contact is not always easily discernable in the field due to limited exposures and lateral
facies changes from west to east (Dyman et al., 1991). The Beaverhead Group was first described and named
by Lowell and Klepper (1953) as the Beaverhead Formation but later raised to group level due to its hetero-
geneity (Nichols et al., 1985). The group broadly consists of over 3,000 m of interbedded conglomerates and
sandstones with very minor limestone, siltstone, and shale; these rocks have been interpreted as alluvial fan
and braided stream deposits (Dyman et al., 1994; Haley, 1986).

The stratigraphic subdivisions for the Beaverhead Group remain highly debated and are inconsistent in the
literature since it was defined. This is because many parts of the Beaverhead Group are laterally discontin-
uous and lithologically variable, so correlation is largely based on clast compositions and inferred sediment
source areas. Subdivisions used in this study follow the most recent nomenclature for the Beaverhead Group
(e.g.,Haley, 1986 ; Schmitt et al., 1995), even though some researchers (e.g., Nichols et al., 1985) consider
these subdivisions informal.

The oldest part of the Beaverhead Group is the Knob Mountain Formation; the type section is located
near the Red Conglomerate Peaks (Figure 2). Conglomerate clasts in this unit were interpreted to be
derived from Pennsylvanian‐Jurassic limestones with minor input from Lower Cretaceous sandstone.
This assemblage is unique within the Beaverhead Group as it supposedly contains no clasts derived from
Mississippian strata. Sediment sources for the Knob Mountain are debatable, with the Medicine Lodge or
Tendoy thrust sheets cited as possibilities (Haley, 1986; Schmitt et al., 1995). The unit was likely deposited
by braided‐stream‐dominated alluvial fans, and previous palynological work estimates the depositional
age to be Coniacian‐Maastrichtian (Haley, 1986). The Knob Mountain Formation interfingers with
the informal quartzite‐clast Divide Conglomerate (Ryder, 1968; Schmitt et al., 1995), indicating that
these units are temporally correlative; however, based on clast compositions, they clearly have different
source areas.

The Antone Peak Formation is present near the Snowcrest Range and southwest toward Lima Peaks
(Figure 2). It contains two members: the lower Clover Creek Member and the overlying Lima
Conglomerate (Figure 3). There are also undifferentiated and informal sandstone units, including the
quartz‐rich Monida Sandstone and the salt‐and‐pepper Snowline Sandstone, which are considered to be dis-
tal correlatives of the Lima Conglomerate. These sandstones (as well as the Clover Creek Member) were
removed from the Beaverhead Group by Nichols et al. (1985). However, Perry et al. (1988) restored these
units to the Beaverhead Group as they are thought to be laterally and temporally equivalent with the
Lima Conglomerate and therefore part of the same depositional system. Conglomerate clasts in the Lima
Conglomerate were interpreted to be derived from Triassic‐Mississippian limestones, with minor input from
the Cambrian Flathead Sandstone and Precambrian granite‐gneiss near the top of the section (Schmitt et al.,
1995). Previous work strongly suggests that the Santonian‐Campanian (based on palynomorphs) Antone
Peak Formation was sourced entirely from the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift through a flanking system of
braided‐stream‐dominated alluvial fans (Haley, 1986; Ryder & Scholten, 1973; Wilson, 1970).

The Red Butte Conglomerate crops out near Dell, Montana, and stretches southward from Ashbough
Canyon to Red Butte (Figure 2). Fault‐bounded and highly deformed exposures are also present at Chute
Canyon near the Tendoy thrust. The Red Butte Conglomerate is considered distinct because it is interpreted
to contain both Triassic‐Mississippian limestones and Precambrian (Belt Supergroup) quartzite clasts
(Figure 3; Schmitt et al., 1995). The Red Butte has historically been considered the youngest part of the
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Beaverhead Group and was deposited by ephemeral flood‐ and debris‐flow‐dominated alluvial fans flanking
the eastward advancing thrust sheets in the Sevier fold‐thrust belt (Haley & Perry, 1991).

The Beaverhead Group also has undifferentiated units, including the limestone conglomerate in McKnight
and Ashbough Canyons (Figure 2). The section at McKnight Canyon includes three lithologically distinct
units (Figure 3; Schmitt et al., 1995). A lower limestone unit consists of tuffaceous oncoidal limestone and
quartz sandstone interbeds and is overlain by a sandstone‐rich middle unit that contains quartzitic sand-
stone, siltstone, and sandy limestone (caliche) interbeds. The upper unit is dominated by conglomerate with
inferred Triassic‐Mississippian limestone clasts. At Ashbough Canyon, two lithologically distinct units are
present (Figure 2). A limestone conglomerate was interpreted to contain deformed Mississippian clasts,
and the quartzite conglomerate was interpreted to have a preponderance of quartzite clasts derived from
the Belt Supergroup (Schmitt et al., 1995). Other undifferentiated conglomerates (e.g., Divide
Conglomerate at Red Conglomerate Peaks) that are interbedded with lithic‐rich sandstones and contain
quartzite clasts were inferred to be sourced from the Precambrian Belt Supergroup and Ordovician
Kinnikinic Formation (Schmitt et al., 1995).

Historically, the depositional age of the Beaverhead Group has not been well constrained because it is
entirely terrigenous and mostly coarse grained and therefore lacks fossils that aid in biostratigraphic studies
(Dyman et al., 1994). In addition, many of the exposures are isolated throughout southwestern Montana
making correlation problematic. The only relative age constraints determined for the Beaverhead Group
were obtained from limited samples of palynomorphs, which suggest Coniacian‐Campanian (~89–72 Ma)
depositional ages for the Beaverhead, not including the Red Butte Conglomerate (Nichols et al., 1985).
Structural and stratigraphic relationships have suggested that the Red Butte Conglomerate is no older than
Maastrichtian andmay span into the Lower Cenozoic (Haley & Perry, 1991). An ~86Ma 40Ar/39Ar date from
a tuff near the top of the Frontier Formation (Dyman et al., 1997) as well as recent unpublished detrital zir-
con data from the underlying Frontier Formation near the Beaverhead‐Frontier contact at Shine Hill in
southwesternMontana (Rosenblume et al., 2018), suggest an ~85Ma depositional age for the uppermost part
of that unit.

3. Methods

Key field localities from a wide geographic and stratigraphic range were chosen in southwestern Montana
based on previous stratigraphic work and mapped outcrops of the Beaverhead Group (Figure 2). For sam-
pling context, where possible, a stratigraphic section was measured and described (Clark Canyon
Reservoir, Ashbough Canyon, McKnight Canyon, Red Butte). Samples from those localities are identified
with their respective abbreviations and the stratigraphic level in meters at which they were collected. At
most sampling localities, however, the Beaverhead Group crops out in small, isolated exposures. The names
for these localities and their respective samples begin with 18MT. Detailed information about localities are
given in Table S1 in the supporting information.

3.1. Conglomerate Clast Composition and Size

Clast counts were conducted at all sampling localities within conglomerates, where 100 clasts were selected
every 10 cm and identified by their basic lithology. The resulting distribution of clast lithologies at each local-
ity helps identify how clast composition changes both geographically and stratigraphically, which in turn
uncovers the evolution of potential source areas. In addition, the longest exposed axes of the 10 largest clasts
visible were measured at each locality to obtain maximum clast size distributions.

3.2. Sandstone Petrography

Standard petrographic thin sections were made from sandstone collected in the field. Each section was
stained for K‐feldspar and point counted using the Gazzi‐Dickinson method with the PetrogLite x64 soft-
ware and an automated counting stage on a Nikon Eclipse 50i POL polarizing microscope. The composi-
tion of 400 framework grains per section was identified on grains randomly assigned by the stepping
stage. This allows us to examine the detrital framework and understand the composition of sandstones
within the Beaverhead Group, which ultimately provides additional information on the composition of
source rocks from which the sediment was derived (e.g., Dickinson et al., 1983; Dickinson & Suczek,
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1979; Ingersoll et al., 1984). Numerical results from petrographic analyses are given in Table S2 in the
supporting information.

3.3. Detrital Zircon Geochronology

Detrital zircon samples were collected both within measured stratigraphic sections and from isolated out-
crops (Figure 2). Within measured sections (red stars on Figure 2), a detrital sample was collected in the
sandstone unit closest to the base of the section with the aim of inferring the onset of deposition. One to
two additional detrital samples were also collected farther up‐section. In isolated outcrops (red squares on
Figure 2), detrital samples were collected wherever possible from sandstone units.

Detrital zircons were separated from sandstone at the University of Iowa. Samples were crushed using a jaw
crusher and disc mill, followed by a Gemini table that uses water and shaking action to separate theminerals
by density such that heavy minerals flow down the rills and are concentrated into collection buckets and
light minerals are flushed off the table. The heaviest fraction from the Gemini table was sieved to <350
μm and cycled through free fall and barrier Frantz magnetic separators to eliminate grains with high mag-
netic susceptibilities. The final nonmagnetic fraction was separated using methylene iodide (ρ = 3.32 g/cm3)
where lighter minerals float and heavier minerals (including zircon) sink. Five hundred zircon grains were
“negatively” handpicked from the heavy liquid sinks, mounted with standards in a 1‐inch puck with epoxy,
and polished down to a depth of ~20 μm to expose grain interiors prior to analysis.

Detrital zircons were analyzed by laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA‐ICPMS)
at the University of Arizona's LaserChron Center using a Thermo Element2 single‐collector ICPMS (Gehrels
et al., 2008). For each sample, a total of 315 unknown grains were analyzed. Standards used include Duluth
Gabbro (FC) zircon (~1,099 Ma), Sri Lanka (SL) zircon (~563.5 Ma), and R33 (~420 Ma). Fractionation cor-
rections were made using 207Pb/206Pb and 206Pb/238U ratios as well as a correction for 204Pb (Stacey &
Kramers, 1975) using the E2AgeCalcExcel spreadsheet at the Arizona LaserChron Center. Calculating discor-
dance using the difference between the 206Pb/238U and 206Pb/207Pb ages for young grains is difficult using a
LA‐ICPMS approach because the 206Pb/207Pb system is relatively insensitive for young systems andmeasuring
small 207Pb signals in young zircon grains is challenging. Therefore, analyses with discordance greater than
10% or reverse discordance greater than 5% only for grains with ages >700 Ma are not reported. In addition,
grains of any age with uncertainty greater than 10% are not reported. Best ages were determined using the filter
of 206Pb/238U ages for grains younger than 900 Ma and 206Pb/207Pb ages for grains older than 900 Ma.

3.4. Detrital Zircon Mixture Modeling

The determination of likely sediment sources based on detrital zircon spectra was completed by visual
inspection of probability density plots, creation of pie diagrams into significant North American age groups,
and the DZMix modeling software (Sundell & Saylor, 2017). This software allows quick and effective com-
parison between U‐Pb ages of a mixed sample (Beaverhead) and other potential sediment sources. The pro-
gram runs a Monte Carlo model through 10,000 iterations of combining the potential sources in different
relative proportions to find a best fit model of the mixed sample. The best fit model is evaluated using a
cross‐correlation coefficient (R2) between the model output and the mixed sample. For our model results,
we consider R2 > ~0.70 to indicate that all potential sources are reasonably represented, whereas R2 <
~0.70 may indicate that there are additional zircon sources that are not represented by our sediment source
data set.

To adequately constrain the potential sediment sources for detrital zircons in the Beaverhead Group, we
compiled existing data and collected new data from clastic sedimentary rocks exposed within the thrust belt
transect of interest (Figure 1b). This region was suggested by prior workers (e.g., Haley; Janecke et al., 2000)
to have sourced much of the Beaverhead Group of southwestern Montana. These consist of quartzites and
siltites of Belt Supergroup‐equivalent rocks; Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Mississippian,
Pennsylvanian, and Permian clastic sedimentary rocks from central Idaho; and Neoproterozoic/Cambrian
plutons, Ordovician quartzites, and Pennsylvanian and Permian sandstones from southwestern Montana
and east central Idaho, which occur within the otherwise dominantly carbonate succession. Our sediment
source data set consists of detrital zircon age spectra from the Proterozoic Belt Supergroup (Lemhi Group,
Missoula Group, Prichard Formation and Priest River Formations, and Maurice Mountain and Grace
Lake units from Lewis et al., 2010; Link et al., 2007, 2016; Stewart et al., 2010), the Pennsylvanian
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Quadrant and Permian Phosphoria Formations exposed in southwestern Montana near the study area
(unpublished data), Ordovician through Permian strata exhumed in thrust sheets in south central Idaho
(Beranek et al., 2016; Link et al., 2014), and older Mesozoic strata within the Cordilleran foreland
(Morrison, Kootenai, Blackleaf, and Frontier Formations from unpublished data and Laskowski et al., 2013).

Both of the Quadrant Formation samples from southwestern Montana have >10% zircon ages that are 330–
500 Ma, 20–25% that are 900–1,300 Ma ages, and 20–25% that are 1,600–1,800 Ma ages (Figure S1). The
Phosphoria Formation sampled in southwestern Montana has zircon ages that are 12% from 330–500 Ma,
26% that are 900–1,300 Ma ages, and 19% that are 1,600–1,800 Ma ages. While the Quadrant Formation,
Phosphoria Formation, and Belt Supergroup all have 1,600–1,800Ma zircon ages, they contain very different
proportions of those ages, with the Belt Supergroup dominated by that age group. Therefore, we qualitatively
infer that samples primarily sourced from the Belt Supergroup should have >50% 1,600–1,800 Ma ages,
while those primarily sourced from the Quadrant or Phosphoria Formations should have ~20–25% 1,600–
1,800 Ma. In addition, the Belt lacks the 330–500 and 900–1,300 Ma ages. Therefore, if there are also 330–
500 and 900–1,300 Ma populations in a sample that has abundant 1,600–1,800 Ma ages, then we infer that
it must have received sediment from the Belt Supergroup as well as one or both of the Upper Paleozoic units.

4. Results

Results for all methods applied to each stratigraphic unit are summarized below. Conglomerate clast com-
positions and maximum clast sizes are shown in Figure 4. Sandstone petrography results are reported in
Figure 5. Detrital zircon age populations will be discussed in terms of specific age groups, specifically defined
North American age populations that are <250 Ma, 330–500, 900–1,300, and 1,600–1,800 Ma and are shown
in Figures 6–8. Other age peaks that fall outside of these ranges with unique provenance implications will
also be mentioned here and discussed later.

4.1. Red Conglomerate Peaks

Clast counts from the oldest part of the Beaverhead Group, the Knob Mountain Formation, were conducted
in the Red Conglomerate peaks near the Continental Divide trail off Sawmill Creek Road (18MT‐45 on
Figure 2). This locality is dominated by limestone clasts (75%) with minor quartzite (13%) and sandstone
(10%) clasts and few chert (2%) grains (Figure 4). All clasts that were measured for maximum clast size
are boulders, with a range of 26–63 cm. In contrast, clasts at 18MT‐22 nearby were collected from the inter-
fingering Divide Conglomerate near the Frontier‐Beaverhead contact and are over 90% quartzite clasts with
small (<5%) percentages of chert, limestone, and sandstone. All measured clasts are cobbles with a range of
10–15 cm. Sandstones for petrographic analysis were not collected at either locality due to limited outcrop or
a lack of sandstone interbeds.

A detrital zircon sample collected in this area from the KnobMountain Formation, 18MT‐17 (n= 287), has a
large (n = 47) age peak at 1,379 Ma and two grains with a distinct age of ~650 Ma (Figure 6a). The age dis-
tribution is composed of 19% grains that are <250 Ma, 2% that are 330–500 Ma, 11% that are 900–1,300 Ma,
and 16% that are 1,600–1,800 Ma.

4.2. Lima‐Antone Peaks

In the lower part of the Lima Conglomerate in the Lima‐Antone Peaks area (18MT‐44 on Figure 2) conglom-
erate clasts are mostly limestone (88%) with small percentages of sandstone (5%), quartzite (4%), and chert
(4%). Both boulder and cobble‐sized clasts are present with a range of 21–48 cm. Farther up‐section in the
Snowcrest Range near Antone Peak (18MT‐36 and 18MT‐37 on Figure 2), clast lithologies are more mixed,
consisting of about half limestone and larger percentages of chert (<40%), sandstone (<~20%), and very
minor mudstone (3%) and quartzite (6–12%). Clasts are dominantly cobble sized and generally smaller, with
maximum clast sizes ranging from 18–25 cm for 18MT‐37 and 12–26 cm for 18MT‐36.

Sandstone compositions from the Antone Peak Formation are variable in composition. Low in the section,
the Lima Conglomerate (18MT‐44) is lithic‐rich (>50%), dominated by limestone lithics with a few mud-
stone and siltstone lithics. In contrast, up‐section and to the northeast near the Snowcrest Range, 18MT‐
38 is >90% quartz grains. The few lithic grains present are mostly limestone with very minor volcanic lithic
fragments. Higher in the section, sample 18MT‐36 is more lithic dominated, and nearly all the lithic grains
are limestone. The nearby Clover Creekmember (18MT‐28 on Figure 2) is also lithic‐rich (>50%), dominated
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by limestone lithics with fewmudstone and siltstone lithics. TheMonida Sandstone (18MT‐26 on Figure 2) is
quartz dominated (87%) with some limestone and very few volcanic lithic fragments.

Detrital zircon sample 18MT‐26 (n = 307) was collected from the Monida Sandstone and contains no grains
<250 Ma, 10% of grains 330–500 Ma, 34% that are 900–1,300 Ma, and 19% that are 1,600–1,800 Ma
(Figure 6b). Detrital zircon sample 18MT‐36 (n = 305) was collected from the Lima Conglomerate unit near
the southeastern flank of the Snowcrest Range. The detrital zircon signature is almost identical to 18MT‐26
with 1% zircon ages that are <250 Ma, 7% that are 330–500 Ma, 25% that are 900–1,300 Ma, and 19% that are
1,600–1,800 Ma (Figure 6c).

4.3. Ashbough Canyon

Clasts from a measured section through the limestone conglomerate in Ashbough Canyon (AC‐1 and AC‐
42.5) are dominated by limestone (>80%), with minor sandstone (only at AC‐42.5; 13%), chert (<10%),

Figure 4. Percentage component bar chart of conglomerate clast compositions. Bar chart showing measurements of the longest axis of the 10 largest clasts broken
down into cobble (64–256 mm) and boulder (>256 mm) categories. Numbers at the end of each bar represent the average size for that group. Samples are listed
in approximate stratigraphic order based on previous work and maximum depositional ages from this study.

Figure 5. Ternary diagrams summarizing sandstone petrographic data for Q = quartz, F = feldspar, and L = lithics; Lv = volcanic lithics; Ls = sedimentary lithics;
Lm = metamorphic lithics; Lsm + Lsz = mudstone and siltstone lithics; Lss = sandstone lithics; Lsl = limestone lithics.
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and very little quartzite (1–2%). The quartzite conglomerate (18MT‐19) clasts, in contrast, are dominated by
quartzite (78%) with considerable sandstone (14%) and minor limestone (8%). Clasts in both units are mostly
cobble sized and smaller, with some boulders in the limestone conglomerate. Maximum clast sizes range
from 15–36 cm in the limestone conglomerate and 13–20 cm in the quartzite conglomerate.

Sandstone compositions in the limestone conglomerate (AC‐1 and AC‐42.5) are >90% lithic grains, com-
posed of 99% limestone grains and only 1% volcanic grains. Sandstone compositions in the quartzite con-
glomerate (18MT‐19 and 18MT‐20) are more variable with lithic components of 30–60%, containing >90%
sedimentary lithics with few volcanic fragments. The sedimentary lithics are dominated by siltstone and
mudstone with rare sandstone grains, or mixed with limestone lithics.

Detrital zircon sample 18MT‐20 (n = 304) was collected from the quartzite conglomerate unit in Ashbough
Canyon. In contrast to the limestone conglomerate, this unit has 1% zircon ages that are <250 Ma, 2% that
are 330–500Ma, 6% that are 900–1,300Ma, and 50% that are 1,600–1,800Ma (Figure 7a). Detrital zircon sam-
ple AC‐10 (n = 299) was collected from the limestone conglomerate unit at Ashbough Canyon. There is a

Figure 6. Detrital zircon data shown as probability density plots of model results for each Beaverhead Group sample (black) and the 1% best fits from the Monte
Carlo inverse model (red), pie diagrams broken down into significant age groups, and plot of relative contributions from each of the potential source regions
produced from the optimized best fit model for (a) 18MT‐17, (b) 18MT‐26, and (c) 18MT‐36. Note that the x axis in a is different because this model included
ages <250 Ma.
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unique age peak at ~498 Ma (n = 16) with remaining ages that are 5% <250 Ma, 12% 330–500 Ma, 19% 900–
1,300 Ma, and 27% that are 1,600–1,800 Ma (Figure 7b).

4.4. McKnight Canyon

Clast counts conducted in the upper limestone conglomerate of McKnight Canyon reveal nearly all lime-
stone clasts with very minor sandstone (2%) near the bottom of the section (MC‐9). Lithologies becomemore
mixed up‐section (MC‐36) but still have dominantly limestone clasts (67%) and include considerable sand-
stone (20%) and minor quartzite (6%) and chert (7%). Clasts are mostly cobble sized and smaller, though
there are some boulder‐sized clasts present. Maximum clast sizes range from 12–29 cm at MC‐9 and 10–
32 cm at MC‐36.

Sandstone composition was analyzed at several intervals in the upper limestone conglomerate succession. In
the lower part of the section (MC‐21), the sandstone is quartz dominated overall (83%), but the lithics present
are mostly limestone. All sandstones are quartz dominated up‐section (>90%), with a minor mix of lime-
stone, siltstone, and mudstone lithics. Sandstone at the top of the section (MC‐93.5) is quartz dominated
(93%) but contains exclusively limestone lithics.

Figure 7. Detrital zircon data shown as probability density plots of model results for each Beaverhead Group sample (black) and the 1% best fits from the Monte
Carlo inverse model (red), pie diagrams broken down into significant age groups, and plot of relative contributions from each of the potential source regions
produced from the optimized best fit model for (a) 18MT‐20, (b) AC‐10, and (c) MC‐21.
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Detrital zircon sample MC‐21 (n = 305) was collected near the base of the upper limestone conglomerate.
Zircon ages include 1% that are <250Ma, 10% that are 330–500Ma, 27% that are 900–1,300Ma, and 21% that
are 1,600–1,800 Ma (Figure 7c).

4.5. Red Butte

Clast counts from the Red Butte Conglomerate type section at Red Butte demonstrate the presence of mixed
lithologies in the source region. Low in the section (RB‐0 and RB‐25.5) clasts are >50% limestone with some
quartzite (32% and 22%) and sandstone (9% and 19%). Higher in the section (RB‐54 and RB‐119) clasts are
<50% limestone with much larger proportions of quartzite (54% and 35%) and sandstone (16% and 31%)
and minor chert and mudstone input (1–2%). Near the base of the section, clasts are mostly cobble sized
and smaller, but the upper part of the section becomes more boulder‐rich. Maximum clast sizes range from
11.5–26 cm (RB‐0), 8–31 cm (RB‐25.5), and 10–30 cm (RB‐119).

Sandstone compositions at the Red Butte type section are lithic‐rich. At the bottom of the section (RB‐1)
quartz is dominant (62%), but there is also a mix of limestone, siltstone, and mudstone lithics (38% total).
Higher in the section, RB‐25.5 is more quartz‐rich (82%) but contains abundant limestone lithics with a
few mudrock lithic fragments. Further up‐section, RB‐67.6 is limestone lithic dominated (55%) but still
maintains significant (45%) quartz.

Detrital zircon sample RB‐0.5 (n = 310) was collected from low in the Red Butte Conglomerate section.
Zircon ages include 7% that are <250 Ma, 8% that are 330–500 Ma, 29% that are 900–1,300 Ma, and 21% that
are 1,600–1,800 Ma (Figure 8a).

4.6. Clark Canyon Reservoir

Clast counts were conducted in a section of the undivided Beaverhead Group near Clark Canyon Reservoir.
Clast lithologies are dominated by limestone (>50%) but also have considerable proportions of quartzite

Figure 8. Detrital zircon data shown as probability density plots of model results for each Beaverhead Group sample (black) and the 1% best fits from the Monte
Carlo inverse model (red), pie diagams broken down into significant age groups, and plot of relative contributions from each of the potential source regions
produced from the optimized best fit model for (a) RB‐0.5 and (b) CCR‐8.2.
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(<40%) and sandstone (<20%). There is minor chert near the bottom of the section (2%). Clasts near the base
and top of the section are cobble sized and smaller, but the middle of the section has abundant boulder‐sized
clasts. Maximum clast sizes range from 11–15 cm (CCR‐6), 20–38 cm (CCR‐38), and 12–19 cm (CCR‐92).

Sandstone compositions from this section are lithic‐rich (>40%) and are limestone except for very little vol-
canic input at the top of the section and also have some quartz grains (>20%). Detrital zircon sample CCR‐
8.2 (n= 305) was collected near the bottom of the section. Zircon ages are 4% Cordilleran Arc (0–250Ma), 7%
330–500 Ma, 20% 900–1,300 Ma, and 28% 1,600–1,800 Ma (Figure 8b).

5. Interpretations

In order to interpret the MDA of various stratigraphic intervals in the Beaverhead Group in southwestern
Montana, we integrate previous palynological age constraints with our new U‐Pb data. For the type of data
set presented here (n ≈ 300 with few near‐depositional age grains), using the youngest single grain (YSG) to
approximate the true depositional age of the sample has been shown to be the most successful method in
most cases, although Pb loss and reproducibility are potential issues (Coutts et al., 2019; Dickinson &
Gehrels, 2009). Another technique that has been demonstrated to approximate the true depositional age
in this type of data set is the youngest detrital zircon (YDZ) method (Coutts et al., 2019; Dickinson &
Gehrels, 2009). This method applies an algorithm in Isoplot (Ludwig, 2012) that uses ~10,000 iterations in
a Monte Carlo approach to perturb each date randomly by its assigned error, selects the youngest ages from
each iteration, and then calculates the mode using all the youngest dates as the best estimate of the youngest
age, with the upper and lower limits defining the uncertainties at 95% confidence level. Table 1 shows the
results of these MDA calculations.

For the mixture modeling, we evaluated four models for each sample using different combinations of source
data, depending upon the depositional ages of the source strata (Table 2): (1) modeling of ages ≥250 Ma
using Belt Supergroup and nearby Quadrant and Phosphoria Formations source data only; (2) modeling
of ages ≥65 Ma using source data from the Belt Supergroup, nearby Quadrant and Phosphoria
Formations, and older Mesozoic units; (3) modeling of ages ≥250 Ma using source data from the Belt
Supergroup, nearby Quadrant and Phosphoria Formations, and Paleozoic thrust belt units in south central
Idaho; and (4) modeling of ages ≥65 Ma using source data from the Belt Supergroup, nearby Quadrant and
Phosphoria Formations, Paleozoic units in south central Idaho, and older Mesozoic strata. For all the
Beaverhead samples except the oldest one (18MT‐17), the most successful best fit models (highest R2) were
those that modeled ages ≥250 Ma using Belt Supergroup and Quadrant and Phosphoria Formation data
only. For 18MT‐17, the best model used source data from the Belt Supergroup, Quadrant and Phosphoria
Formations, and older Mesozoic units. Overall, these results have two implications. First, Ordovician
through Mississippian strata exposed in the Pioneer and Copper Basin thrust sheets in south central
Idaho were probably not an important sediment source for the Beaverhead Group and will not be discussed
further. This also implies that older Neoproterozoic‐Cambrian strata exposed in that region today were also
not an important sediment source. Second, whereas recycling of Mesozoic strata is required for improved
model fits in the oldest Beaverhead Group sample, modeling of the rest of the samples improves, sometimes
significantly, when input from older Mesozoic strata is removed, suggesting minimal recycling from those
units during most of Beaverhead Group deposition.

5.1. Red Conglomerate Peaks

The oldest part of the Beaverhead Group is the Knob Mountain Formation; the type section is located near
the Red Conglomerate Peaks (Figure 2). The MDA based on the YSG from 18MT‐17 from the Knob
Mountain Formation is 83.1 ± 0.6 Ma (early Campanian). This age is consistent with the YDZ age of 83.2
(+1.0/−1.7) Ma, as well as the poorly constrained age range based on palynology (Coniacian‐
Maastrichtian; Haley, 1986). This is the oldestMDA of all the Beaverhead Group samples and is the only unit
previously biostratigraphically constrained as potentially older than Campanian, and therefore we infer it to
be the oldest stratigraphic interval sampled in our study.

The best fit model for 18MT‐17 using DZMix yielded R2 = 0.559, indicating that not all potential sediment
sources may be represented in our source data set. The results suggest minor Belt Supergroup zircon contri-
butions (~20% total; Figure 6a), with the Quadrant and Phosphoria Formations contributing ~20% each of
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the zircons. The low percentages of 330–500, 900–1,300, and 1,600–1,800 Ma zircon ages further imply that
both the Belt and Quadrant were minor contributors. The largest contribution (~45%) comes from the
combined older Mesozoic strata, which implies a significant amount of recycling from those units.

Grains that are <250 Ma are most likely first‐cycle grains from the Early Metaluminous Suite of the Atlanta
Lobe of the Idaho batholith (Gaschnig et al., 2010). Recycling of these young grains from older Mesozoic
strata is unlikely as the Morrison Formation is Jurassic and contains no Cretaceous grains, the Kootenai
Formation is Lower Cretaceous and lacks Late Cretaceous grains, and the youngest age peak in the
Blackleaf Formation is ~89 Ma and older than the young grains in 18MT‐17 (Figure S1). The Frontier
Formation does contain zircon ages that overlap with the youngest peak in 18MT‐17, but the largest young
peak in the Frontier Formation is ~96 Ma, whereas the largest young peak in 18MT‐17 is ~83 Ma.

18MT‐17 also has a very large peak at ~1,380 Ma (n = 47) and a smaller peak at ~650 Ma (n = 9), which are
not represented by any of the source samples used in the modeling but are very unique age peaks in the
northern Rockies (du Bray et al., 2018; Lund et al., 2010). Dumitru et al. (2016) introduced the idea of the
“Lemhi doublet” zircon signature, which has two strong peaks between 1,650 and 1,800 Ma and around
1,380 Ma. This signature is inferred to result from rift‐related Mesoproterozoic bimodal plutons and sills
with the distinctive ~1,380 Ma age that intruded the Lemhi subbasin of the Belt Supergroup (Figure 1;
e.g., Doughty & Chamberlain, 1996; Evans & Zartman, 1990). While 18MT‐17 has a distinctive 1,380 Ma
peak, peaks from 1,650–1,800 Ma that could be derived from the Belt Supergroup are not similarly strong.
This suggests a primary source that includes ~1,380 Ma plutons and their Belt Supergroup‐equivalent
country rocks.

The presence of some sandstone and quartzite clasts at nearby 18MT‐45 in the Knob Mountain Formation
supports the potential for recycling of older sedimentary units. Previous work interpreted clasts at this local-
ity to have been derived from Jurassic‐Pennsylvanian andminor Lower Cretaceous sandstone but none from
the Mississippian strata (e.g., Schmitt et al., 1995). This supports our interpretation for moderate recycling of

Table 1
Maximum Depositional Ages Determined From Detrital Zircon U‐Pb Data

Sample Stratigraphic interval Locality YSGa (Ma) YDZb (Ma)

18MT‐17 Knob Mountain Formation Red Conglomerate Peaks 83.1 ± 0.6 83.2 + 1.0/−1.7
18MT‐36 Lima Conglomerate Lima‐Antone Peaks 81.6 ± 0.9 —

18MT‐20 Quartzite conglomerate Ashbough Canyon 72.5 ± 1.0 72.5 + 1.9/−2.2
AC‐10 Limestone conglomerate Ashbough Canyon 67.1 ± 0.9 67.2 + 1.9/−1.9
MC‐21 Upper conglomerate McKnight Canyon 70.1 ± 0.9 70.1 + 1.9/−2.0
RB‐0.5 Red Butte Red Butte 70.7 ± 1.1 70.4 + 1.3/−2.2
CCR‐8.2 Undifferentiated Clark Canyon Reservoir 66.4 ± 0.9 65.9 + 1.3/−1.7

Note. MSWD = mean square weighted deviation.
aYoungest single grain with 1σ error. bYoungest detrital zircon calculation performed in Isoplot.

Table 2
Cross‐Correlation R2 Values of Different Iterations of Mixing Models for Each Detrital Zircon U‐Pb Sample

Sample
Stratigraphic

interval Locality Belt + MT Paleozoic
Belt + MT Paleozoic

+ Mesozoic
Belt + MT Paleozoic

+ Idaho Pz
Belt + MT Paleozoic +
Idaho PZ + Mesozoic

18MT‐17 Knob Mountain
Formation

Red Conglomerate
Peaks

0.172 0.559 0.210 0.550

18MT‐26 Monida Sandstone Lima‐Antone Peaks 0.774 0.725 0.755 0.715
18MT‐36 Lima Conglomerate Lima‐Antone Peaks 0.778 0.744 0.770 0.746
18MT‐20 Quartzite conglomerate Ashbough Canyon 0.93 0.902 0.910 0.888
AC‐10 Limestone conglomerate Ashbough Canyon 0.584 0.432 0.583 0.441
MC‐21 Upper conglomerate McKnight Canyon 0.756 0.714 0.741 0.744
RB‐0.5 Red Butte Red Butte 0.808 0.425 0.791 0.418
CCR‐8.2 Undifferentiated Clark Canyon

Reservoir
0.839 0.610 0.813 0.604

Note. Bold values are the highest R2 value and represent the best fit model. Italic values are the lowest R2 value.
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Morrison, Kootenai, Blackleaf, and Frontier strata and also allows for
minimal recycling of the Pennsylvanian Quadrant and Permian
Phosphoria Formations.

We infer that this suite of sources reflects erosion of the Medicine Lodge
and Fritz Creek thrust sheets west of the study area with secondary flux
from exhumation of structural culminations in the northern Lemhi
Range (Tysdal, 2002) and northern Beaverhead Mountains (Lonn et al.,
2016). The Tendoy thrust sheet immediately northwest of the Red
Conglomerate Peaks retains much of its late Paleozoic and Mesozoic
strata, precluding it as a major source for the Knob Mountain
Formation. In contrast, the Medicine Lodge and Fritz Creek thrust sheets
farther to the west have been stripped to Mississippian levels and could
have provided sediment from their younger, missing units during deposi-
tion of the Knob Mountain Formation (e.g., Lonn et al., 2000; Sadler,
1980). The minor chert in the Knob Mountain Formation was likely
recycled from the Permian Phosphoria Formation (e.g., Cressman &
Swanson, 1964).

In contrast, clast compositions to the east within the interfingering Divide
Conglomerate at 18MT‐22 contains a large proportion of quartzite clasts
and other minor lithologies that indicates the Belt Supergroup as a major
contributor, with minor late Paleozoic and Mesozoic contributions. The
interfingering nature of these two units suggests coeval mixing of separate
depositional systems with distinct source areas: the Lemhi subbasin to
the far northwest and thrust sheets to the west for the Knob Mountain
Formation, and Belt Supergroup rocks located in the Lemhi Ranges
and northern Beaverhead Mountains for the Divide Conglomerate
(Figure 9a). We infer that the provenance of these rocks reflects exhuma-
tion of structural culminations in the northern Lemhi Range (Tysdal,
2002) and northern Beaverhead Mountains (Lonn et al., 2016), as well
as erosion of the Medicine Lodge and Fritz Creek thrust sheets west of
the study area (Figures 1 and 9a).

5.2. Lima‐Antone Peaks

The Antone Peak Formation is found around the Snowcrest Range and
southwest toward Lima Peaks (Figure 2) and has two formal members,
the lower Clover Creek Member and the overlying Lima Conglomerate,
as well as distal sandstone correlatives (Monida Sandstone; Figure 3).
Previous work suggests that this unit was sourced entirely from the
Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift through a flanking system of braided‐stream‐

dominated alluvial fans (Haley, 1986; Ryder & Scholten, 1973; Wilson,
1970). The MDA for 18MT‐26 (Monida Sandstone, Antone Peak
Formation) is not reported because it lacks Mesozoic zircons. Nichols
et al. (1985) interpreted the Monida Sandstone as Coniacian or younger
(<89.8 Ma) based on palynology. The MDA based on the YSG from sam-
ple 18MT‐36 (upper Lima Conglomerate, Antone Peak Formation) is 81.6
± 0.9 Ma (early Campanian). There are no other young grains in the sam-
ple, so a YDZ age was not calculated. The YSG is consistent with palyno-
morphs that indicate a Santonian‐Campanian depositional age (Nichols
et al., 1985; Ryder & Ames, 1970). A further age constraint comes from a
stratigraphically higher locality in the upper portion of the Lima
Conglomerate at Alder Creek near Lima Peaks that was constrained to
mid‐Campanian by Nichols et al. (1985), which agrees well with our inter-
preted depositional age.

Figure 9. Schematic sediment dispersal diagrams for the Beaverhead Group
during (a) late Santonian = early Campanian, (b) late Campanian, and
(c) late Maastrichtian time. Dashed lines with arrows indicate general
sediment transport pathways. The yellow polygons include all present‐day
exposures of Belt Supergroup rocks. The blue polygons schematically
represent the various thrust sheets. LAP = Lima‐Antone Peaks; RCP = Red
Conglomerate Peaks; AC = Ashbough Canyon; MC = McKnight Canyon;
RB = Red Butte.
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The absence of Cordilleran arc grains in 18MT‐26 requires that there was no input from the Idaho batholith
to the west or from older Mesozoic strata. Mixture modeling resulted in R2 = 0.774 when compared only to
the Quadrant and Phosphoria Formations and Belt Supergroup, indicating good representation of potential
sources in the source data set used. The results indicate a major contribution of ~90% from the Phosphoria
Formation, ~10% from the Quadrant Formation, and no input from the Belt Supergroup (Figure 6b). In the
other models for this sample, only slighter lower R2 values were obtained (Table 2), and the Paleozoic strata
were still the dominant contributor.

18MT‐36, a sandstone from the Lima Conglomerate, had a similar fit with R2 = 0.776, indicating that sources
are fairly well represented by the model. In contrast to 18MT‐36, however, the Quadrant Formation domi-
nates with a contribution of ~75% compared to ~25% from the Phosphoria Formation, with no Belt
Supergroup contributions (Figure 6c). Furthermore, the percentages of 330–500, 900–1,300, and 1,600–
1,800 Ma populations for both samples from the Lima‐Antone Peaks area correspond well with those for
the Quadrant and Phosphoria Formations, confirming those strata as a highly significant source. The
inferred provenance of these two samples suggest unroofing with the stratigraphically higher sample
(Lima Conglomerate) sourced from the deeper unit (Quadrant Formation) versus the stratigraphically lower
sample sourced from the shallower unit (Phosphoria Formation).

Clasts identified as quartzite in these strata may have been sourced from well‐cemented portions of the
Quadrant Formation and/or the Phosphoria Formation (e.g., Cressman, 1955; Saperstone, 1986). In the
cores of some folds regionally, the Quadrant Formation is highly cemented. This interpretation is supported
by the lack of Belt Supergroup contributions according to the mixture models. The presence of distinctive
pink to red sandstone clasts and limestone clasts has been previously interpreted to represent contributions
from Cambrian sandstones and Triassic‐Mississippian limestones, respectively, exposed in the Snowcrest
Range (Schmitt et al., 1995). If this is the case, limestone clasts are likely sourced from the Thaynes and
Dinwoody Formations, the Snowcrest Range Group, the Mission Canyon Formation, and possibly the
Madison Group (e.g., Sadler, 1980; Wardlaw & Pecora, 1985). The Phosphoria Formation is also indicated
as a major contributor given that there are a significant number of chert clasts (e.g., Cressman &
Swanson, 1964; Ruppel, 2000). Mudrock clasts in conglomerate and mudrock lithics in sandstone further
suggest input from Triassic units (Thaynes, Woodside, and Dinwoody Formations), the Phosphoria
Formation, and the Snowcrest Range Group. The sandstone compositions support these interpretations;
however, variable results throughout the section can presumably be attributed to variability in eroding expo-
sures as the strata were deposited. In general, sandstone units that are lower in the section and/or more dis-
tal (18MT‐38 and 18MT‐26, respectively) to the Snowcrest Range are more quartz‐rich and likely lost their
more liable grains during transport.

Based on conglomerate clast lithologies, palynological data, and structural and stratigraphic relationships,
previous researchers widely agree that the Antone Peak Formation was derived from units exposed in the
Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift (e.g., Haley, 1986; Nichols et al., 1985). Furthermore, paleocurrent data from
Ryder and Scholten (1973) suggest that the Lima Conglomerate and associated sandstones were shed
radially from the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift as coalescing alluvial fans. The presence of distinctive
Cambrian clasts, the lack of Belt Supergroup clasts and zircons, the absence of Cordilleran arc grains, and
our modeling results that indicate a high level of contribution from the late Paleozoic strata support entirely
local sourcing from the Blacktail‐Snowcrest uplift.

5.3. Ashbough Canyon

In Ashbough Canyon, two distinct conglomerate units are complexly juxtaposed. A limestone conglomerate
that may be equivalent to the lower limestone conglomerate in McKnight Canyon is interpreted to be both
depositionally overlain by and thrust over a quartzite conglomerate (Haley & Perry, 1991). The MDA based
on the YSG from sample 18MT‐20 (quartzite conglomerate) is 72.5 ± 1.0 Ma (late Campanian), which is con-
sistent with the YDZ of 72.5 (+1.9/−2.2) Ma (Table 1) and the previously inferred depositional age (Haley &
Perry, 1991). The MDA based on YSG for sample AC‐10 (limestone conglomerate) from a measured section
in Ashbough Canyon is 67.1 ± 0.9 Ma (late Maastrichtian), which is essentially the same as the YDZ at 67.2
(+1.9/−1.9) Ma (Table 1), but younger than the previously inferred, poorly constrained depositional age
(Figure 2; Haley & Perry, 1991). No palynology data exist for either of these Ashbough Canyon units;
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estimated depositional ages are based solely on loosely inferred correlations to other dated sections of the
Beaverhead Group.

Interestingly, sample 18MT‐20 from the quartzite conglomerate in Ashbough Canyon yielded the best model
result of any stratigraphic interval with R2 = 0.930 when compared only with the Belt Supergroup and
Quadrant and Phosphoria Formations. The model shows significant contributions (~75% total) from the
Belt Supergroup and ~25% input from the Quadrant and Phophoria Formations in equal parts (Figure 7a).
The low percentages of 330–500 Ma (2%) and 900–1,300 Ma (6%) ages coupled with the high percentage of
1,600–1,800 Ma ages (50%) also suggests that the Belt Supergroup is the more dominant source.
Conglomerate clast compositions (18MT‐19) support this interpretation, as they are almost all well‐rounded
quartzite. The sandstone compositions from this locality are expectedly quartz‐rich; however, there are also
many mudrock lithics present. The significant Belt Supergroup contributions imply that this unit was
sourced from thrust sheets in the Sevier thrust belt farther to the west in the Lemhi and northern
Beaverhead Ranges of east central Idaho (Figure 1). Southeast directed flow determined from paleocurrent
data collected in the Kidd quartzite conglomerate by Ryder and Scholten (1973) further supports
this interpretation.

Sample AC‐10 (limestone conglomerate) yielded one of the lowest correlation coefficients of R2 = 0.584 in
the mixture modeling, which suggests that the source data set is not accounting for all sediment sources
to this unit. The modeling results suggest contributions of nearly 80% Phophoria Formation, ~5%
Quadrant Formation, and ~15% from the Belt Supergroup, with the highest input from the Lemhi Group
(Figure 7b). The percentages of 330–500 Ma (12%), 900–1,300 Ma (19%), and 1,600–1,800 Ma (27%) popula-
tions further indicate that the Phophoria was an important source, with minor input from the
Belt Supergroup.

There is a notable peak at 498 Ma (n = 16) that is not well matched in the model results and accounts some-
what for the lower R2 value. Zircons of this age are unique in the region and were likely sourced from the
Beaverhead plutons, which have an age of ~500 Ma (Lund et al., 2010) and intruded Mesoproterozoic strata
in the BeaverheadMountains. These plutons, along with rocks of the Lemhi Group, are largely present in the
Hawley Creek thrust sheet with smaller exposures in the Fritz Creek thrust sheet (Figure 1b; Skipp, 1988),
indicating that the thrusts had exhumed those rocks by deposition of the limestone conglomerate in
Ashbough Canyon.

Conglomerate clasts in this unit are dominated by gray limestone with minor sandstone and chert, and
sandstone compositions from this locality are rich in limestone lithics. Past researchers have interpreted
the limestone clasts in this unit as Mississippian (Schmitt et al., 1995). All of these observations imply var-
ious sources, including the Mississippian Madison and Tendoy Groups, the Snowcrest Range Group, the
Quadrant Formation, the Phosphoria and Park City Formations, and the Beaverhead plutons (e.g.,
Cressman & Swanson, 1964; Saperstone, 1986; Wardlaw & Pecora, 1985). According to previous work,
the presence of Mississippian limestone clasts implies that the Tendoy thrust immediately to the west is
the most likely dominant source (e.g., Lonn et al., 2000; Perry et al., 1988). However, these strata and the
Beaverhead Plutons are only present together on the Hawley Creek, and to a lesser extent the Fritz
Creek, thrust plates in Idaho, suggesting they are a more likely source than the Tendoy (Skipp, 1988).
There were no more than a few quartzite clasts present, which supports minimal Belt Supergroup contribu-
tions that could even have been recycled from older quartzite conglomerates within the Beaverhead (e.g.,
Haley & Perry, 1991).

5.4. McKnight Canyon

The Beaverhead Group at McKnight Canyon is undifferentiated and includes a lower limestone unit with
quartz sandstone interbeds, a quartzitic sandstone‐rich middle unit, and an upper unit dominated by con-
glomerate with inferred Triassic‐Mississippian limestone clasts. The MDA based on the YSG from MC‐21
(upper limestone conglomerate) is 70.1 ± 0.9 Ma (early Maastrichtian), which is the same as the YDZ age
of 70.1 (+1.9/−2.0) Ma (Table 1). This is consistent with palynological ages from Nichols et al. (1985) that
suggest late Campanian to late Maastrichtian deposition.

MC‐21 produced an R2 = 0.756 and only the Phosphoria Formation appears to make a significant contri-
bution (~80%) with a minor input from the Quadrant Formation (~5%), while the Belt Supergroup
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appears to make little to no contribution (Figure 7c). The percentages of 330–500 Ma (10%), 900–1,300 Ma
(27%), and 1,600–1,800 Ma (22%) ages also support Phosphoria contributions but none from the
Belt Supergroup.

Previous researchers have interpreted conglomerate clast imbrication and compositions as indicating deriva-
tion from the thrust belt to the west, but an eastern source in the Blacktail‐Snowcrest Uplift could not be
ruled out (e.g., Corner, 1992; Schmitt et al., 1995; Williams & Bartley, 1988). Our findings support this inter-
pretation. Clast counts are largely limestone and sandstone, and sandstone interbed compositions are domi-
nated by limestone lithics. A considerable amount of brown limestone clasts implies some contribution from
the Triassic Dinwoody Formation. Most of the limestone clasts resemble limestone from the Snowcrest
Range, Tendoy, and/or Madison Groups (e.g., Wardlaw & Pecora, 1985; Williams & Bartley, 1988). Given
the mixture model results, most of the sandstone clasts are likely derived from the Phosphoria or
Quadrant Formations.

5.5. Red Butte

The Red Butte is considered the youngest part of the Beaverhead Group and is considered distinct because it
is interpreted to contain both Triassic‐Mississippian limestones and Precambrian (Belt Supergroup) quart-
zite clasts (Figure 3; Schmitt et al., 1995). The MDA based on the YSG from RB‐0.5 is 70.7 ± 1.1 Ma (early
Maastrichtian), which overlaps with the YDZ age of 70.4 (+1.3/−2.2) Ma (Table 2). Despite being barren
of dateable pollen spores, the Red Butte Conglomerate has long been considered the youngest part of the
Beaverhead Group based on the presence of recycled older Beaverhead clasts, specifically the oncoidal lime-
stone unit of McKnight Canyon and sheared quartzite clasts from the Little Sheep Creek conglomerate
(Haley & Perry, 1991). The Red Butte Conglomerate was estimated to be Maastrichtian or younger based
on palynology from McKnight Canyon, which agrees with our interpreted MDA (Haley & Perry, 1991;
Nichols et al., 1985).

RB‐0.5 yielded amixture model R2 of 0.808, which suggests that themodel represents the contributing zircon
sources fairly well. The Phosphoria Formation again makes a substantial ~80% contribution while the
Quadrant Formation (~20%) and Belt Supergroup make little contributions (Figure 8a). The percentages
of 330–500 Ma (8%), 900–1,300 Ma (29%), and 1,600–1,800 Ma (21%) zircon ages also support the
Paleozoic strata rather than the Belt as a primary source. This sample also contains a relatively significant
Cordilleran Arc peak (n = 13) at 74 Ma. Similar to the Knob Mountain Formation, this peak requires an
Idaho batholith source, specifically the Atlanta Peraluminous Suite of the Atlanta Lobe (Gaschnig et al.,
2010), rather than recycling from older Mesozoic strata.

As with the Antone Peak Formation, clasts identified as quartzite in these strata may have been sourced
from well‐cemented portions of the Quadrant Formation and/or the Phosphoria Formation (e.g.,
Cressman, 1955; Saperstone, 1986). This is supported by the lack of significant Belt Supergroup contribu-
tions in the zircon data. Haley and Perry (1991) ascertain that the minor quartzite clasts present at Red
Butte are likely recycled from older Beaverhead quartzite conglomerates. The older quartzite conglomer-
ates are thought to be ultimately sourced from the southern Lemhi Group of the Belt Supergroup but also
extensively recycled as the thrust belt continued propagating east into southwest Montana (Perry et al.,
1988). Our data suggest that quartzite clasts in the Red Butte Conglomerate that were inferred to ulti-
mately be derived from the Belt Supergroup were more likely contributed by late Paleozoic strata. In addi-
tion, clasts at Red Butte are dominantly limestone and resemble those from McKnight Canyon and
Ashbough Canyon.

Sandstone compositions are rich in mudrock lithics near the bottom and limestone lithics throughout the
measured section. These observations imply Triassic‐Mississippian sources involved in the local thrust
sheets to the west, with the transition from mudrock (Triassic) and limestone (Mississippian) lithics to
mostly limestone lithics implying progressive unroofing of these units. The presence of sandstone clasts
and a high percentage of quartz sand grains further supports the Quadrant Formation as a primary source
for this unit. Haley and Perry (1991) observed that the Tendoy thrust overrides this unit; however, they also
interpreted this unit as an alluvial fan sequence flanking the Tendoy thrust, suggesting a possible syndeposi-
tional relationship with the thrust. However, older thrust sheets to the west, such as the Medicine Lodge,
carry a similar stratigraphic package and could also have been the source.
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5.6. Clark Canyon Reservoir

Strata at Clark Canyon Reservoir are undifferentiated and have not been formally described in the literature.
There is no previously estimated depositional age for this unit, but the MDA based on the YSG from CCR‐8.2
is 66.4 ± 0.9 Ma (latest Maastrichtian). The YSG age is similar to the YDZ age of 65.9 (+1.3/−1.7) Ma. This
age also overlaps with the YSG from the limestone conglomerate in Ashbough Canyon.

CCR‐8.2 yields an R2 = 0.839, suggesting that the contributing sources are well characterized by our model.
The results suggest significant contributions from the Phophoria Formation (~75%) with lesser amounts
from the Quadrant Formation (~10%) and combined Belt Supergroup units (~15%; Figure 8b). The elevated
percentage of 1,600–1,800 Ma zircon ages (28%) coupled with the low percentage of 330–500 Ma (7%) and
900–1,300 Ma (20%) zircon ages supports contributions from all units.

Clasts observed in this section are an admixture of limestone, quartzite, sandstone, and minor chert. The
composition of interbedded sandstone is rich in quartz and limestone lithics. Given our results, the quartzite
and sandstone clasts are likely sourced from the Belt Supergroup and the Paleozoic strata, respectively,
although all clasts could have been recycled from older Beaverhead strata. The limestone clasts are similar
to those from McKnight Canyon, Ashbough Canyon, and Red Butte and are most likely sourced from strata
involved in the local thrust sheets to the west (e.g., Skipp, 1988).

6. Discussion
6.1. Late Cretaceous Longitudinal Sediment Transport

Ryder and Scholten (1973) were the first to introduce the idea that the Beaverhead Groupwas sourced in part
by large‐scale transport of gravel through river systems during the Late Cretaceous. Subsequently, Janecke
et al. (2000) suggested that longitudinal transport of gravel via Cordilleran paleorivers connected sediment
sources in east central Idaho to more distal depocenters in southwestern Montana and northwestern
Wyoming, but this interpretation leaned heavily on the presence of quartzite clasts in the Divide
Conglomerate that could not be linked directly to the inferred source area. They further suggested that
the Lemhi Pass and Hawley Creek paleovalleys merged in the Tendoy Mountains just west of our study area
and permitted quartzite clasts from the Lemhi Group of the Belt Supergroup to be transported east and
southeast to the Divide Conglomerate (Figure 9a).

In a more recent compilation based on detrital zircon U‐Pb data of Upper Cretaceous sandstones from
California to southeastern Alaska, Dumitru et al. (2016) argued for four paleorivers that purveyed sediments
containing distinctive 1,800–1,650 and 1,380 Ma zircons (the Lemhi doublet) sourced from the Lemhi Group
and its Mesoproterozoic intrusions to the Cordilleran foreland in southwest Montana and Wyoming, the
Great Valley and Hornbrook basins and Franciscan trench in California, the protolith for the Swakane
gneiss in Washington, and possibly even Upper Cretaceous strata on the Yakutat microplate that ultimately
ended up in south central Alaska. Speculation about the Cordilleran foreland paleoriver was based entirely
upon the previous work of Janecke et al. (2000), however, and no new detrital data were introduced from
that region.

Our data provides the first conclusive evidence for the existence of these Late Cretaceous paleorivers in
southwestern Montana. Contrary to previous interpretations that the Knob Mountain Formation was
derived from the Medicine Lodge or Tendoy thrust sheets, our data provide evidence that a significant pro-
portion was also sourced from the distal northwest, specifically the Lemhi subbasin of east central Idaho.
There is a noteworthy presence of grains ~1,380 Ma that are unique to Mesoproterozoic intrusions in and
around the Lemhi subbasin (e.g., Doughty & Chamberlain, 1996; Evans & Zartman, 1990). In addition, there
are a smaller number of grains around ~650 Ma (n = 9) that can be linked to the Big Creek plutons west of
the Lemhi subbasin (Figure 1; Lund et al., 2010). Based on our MDA from the Knob Mountain Formation
(~83 Ma), this requires that the regional paleoriver system delivering sediment from east central Idaho to
southwestern Montana may have initiated by early Campanian time.

6.2. Early Initiation of the Blacktail‐Snowcrest Uplift

The MDA for the Lima Conglomerate in the Antone Peak Formation found in the Lima‐Antone Peaks areas
is ~82 Ma (early Campanian), which is consistent with previous interpretations based on palynomorphs that
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indicate a Santonian‐Campanian depositional age (Haley, 1986). Previous and our new provenance interpre-
tations, in addition to paleocurrent indicators, suggest the primary sediment source region for the Antone
Peak Formation was the Blacktail‐Snowcrest Mountains. Therefore, it is required that this basement‐cored,
Laramide‐style uplift was actively uplifting and eroding sediment into the adjacent basin by early
Campanian time.

Our detrital zircon data suggest that it was eroded at least down to the level of the Permian Phosphoria
Formation, and additionally, the presence of Cambrian sandstone clasts suggests that parts of the uplift were
exhumed down to the Cambrian level by early Campanian time (e.g., Schmitt et al., 1995). Furthermore,
Haley (1986) and Schmitt et al. (1995) noted that up‐section in the upper part of the Lima Conglomerate
there are Cambrian clasts and also some Archean clasts. This sequence can be interpreted as progressive
unroofing of Paleozoic strata during early Campanian time, with the Archean basement rocks ultimately
being exposed by the middle Campanian. Consequently, the Blacktail‐Snowcrest must have been actively
uplifting and eroding for some time prior to ~82 Ma in order to have removed any overlying lower
Mesozoic and uppermost Paleozoic section. The record of this uplift and exhumation can probably be found
in the Lower Cretaceous strata, including the Kootenai, Blackleaf, and Frontier Formations.

6.3. Propagation of Sevier Fold‐Thrust Belt During the Late Cretaceous

Haley (1985) noted that the Knob Mountain Formation unconformably overlies Jurassic and lower
Cretaceous strata on the Tendoy thrust sheet and that the Knob Mountain Formation was later overridden
by the Medicine Lodge thrust. The Tendoy or Medicine Lodge thrust sheets, or both, were also inferred as
possible sediment sources for the Knob Mountain Formation. The lack of Mississippian clasts in the Knob
Mountain Formation sample, however, suggests that thrust sheets in east central Idaho‐western Montana
were not yet unroofed to the Mississippian level by the early Campanian.

In the case that our MDA (83.1 ± 0.6 Ma) for the Knob Mountain Formation is reflective of the true deposi-
tional age of that sample and that it is sourced partly from the Tendoy thrust plate, then some part of the
Tendoy thrust is required to be active by this time, which contradicts previous and much younger estimates
for the general timing of that thrust (e.g., Perry et al., 1988; Perry & Sando, 1982). Given the thickness of
Triassic‐Mississippian strata that are still exposed on the Tendoy thrust sheet today, and the fact that the
Tendoy overrides the Beaverhead in some areas, it seems unlikely that these thick Beaverhead successions
were eroded entirely from the Tendoy sheet. We infer that if the Tendoy thrust was active at this time, it
would have been in its earliest stages and still unroofing only Mesozoic strata. Our field observations that
the Mesozoic strata underlying the Knob Mountain are still present and only moderately deformed support
this interpretation. In addition, the results of our zircon modeling from the Knob Mountain Formation sug-
gests a proportion of recycled input from older Mesozoic strata. Notwithstanding, our data suggest that the
Knob Mountain was probably sourced largely from major culminations and more distal thrust sheets in the
northern Lemhi Range and Beaverhead Mountains in east central Idaho (Figure 1), as well as the Medicine
Lodge and Fritz Creek thrusts west of the study area (Figure 9a).

By late Campanian time, much of the Beaverhead Group was sourced from more proximal thrust sheets in
the Sevier thrust belt to the west (MC and RB on Figure 9b). Triassic strata are no longer present on the
Medicine Lodge, Four Eyes Canyon, and Cabin thrust sheets, indicating that they have been unroofed down
to at least the Carboniferous level. This may account for the significant amounts of Triassic clasts in the
Beaverhead of McKnight Canyon, Red Butte, and Clark Canyon Reservoir. In addition, Permian and
Pennsylvanian strata have been completely unroofed from theMedicine Lodge thrust sheet, and this is likely
related to the large amounts of Phosphoria Formation chert (Ashbough Canyon limestone conglomerate,
McKnight Canyon, Red Butte) and Quadrant Formation sandstone in the younger Beaverhead units.
Therefore, given the current stratigraphic successions preserved on the various thrust sheets,
Mississippian clasts found in the Ashbough Canyon, McKnight Canyon, Red Butte, and Clark Canyon
Reservoir strata were likely eroded from the Hawley Creek, Medicine Lodge and McKenzie‐Four Eyes
Canyon thrust sheets (Skipp, 1988; Williams & Bartley, 1988).

Eastward propagation of Sevier‐style thrusting continued during late Maastrichtian time, which may have
triggered cannibalization of older Beaverhead Group strata. The youngest stratigraphic intervals at
Ashbough Canyon (Figure 7a) and Clark Canyon Reservoir (Figure 8b) have slightly elevated
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contributions of Belt Supergroup zircons relative to late Campanian strata inferred to be derived solely from
the fold‐thrust belt to the west (MC and RB on Figure 9b). This signal might indicate recycling of older quart-
zite conglomerates that were previously derived from Belt Supergroup strata into the youngest portions of
the Beaverhead Group. In addition, the Ashbough Canyon limestone conglomerate is at least partially
sourced from the Hawley Creek thrust sheet due to the presence of zircons unique to the Beaverhead
plutons (Figure 9c).

6.4. Implications for Models of Laramide Flat‐Slab Subduction

The presence of differing structural styles within the North American Cordillera has been attributed to
changes in the subducting slab angle due to flat‐slab subduction (Bird, 1998; Brown, 1988; Coney &
Reynolds, 1977; Dickinson & Snyder, 1978; Erslev, 1993; Jordan, 1981; Jordan & Allmendinger, 1986;
Saleeby, 2003; Snyder et al., 1976; Tarduno et al., 1985). The prevailing models for this event vary in their
along‐strike extent: slab flattening along a narrow corridor driven by southwest‐to‐northeast insertion of
an oceanic plateau or aseismic ridge versus margin‐wide variation in slab dip related to changes in Pacific
basin plate kinematics or interactions between the subducting slab and overriding plate.

Our study area in southwest Montana lies outside the corridor predicted by the former set of models,
approximately 400 km west of the proposed trajectory. Furthermore, those models that propose subduction
of a thick oceanic plate predict that Laramide shortening and associated uplift began in southeastern
California at ~90 Ma and continued to the northeast to drive deformation in west central South Dakota by
~60 Ma (Copeland et al., 2017; Saleeby, 2003). Hence, Laramide‐style deformation in southwestern
Montana does not fit either spatially or temporally with the oceanic plateau/aseismic ridge model.

The latter models would predict that changes in structural style would be more instantaneous and affect the
whole margin (e.g., Jones et al., 2011). In that sense, earlier uplift of the Blacktail‐Snowcrest Arch does not
contradict the model. However, a hallmark of flat‐slab subduction is inboard migration and eventual cessa-
tion of magmatism (e.g., Coney & Reynolds, 1977), but the Idaho batholith to the west of the study area
maintained relatively continuous magmatic activity in approximately the same location from ~100–67 Ma
(Gaschnig et al., 2010). In fact, those authors point out that the Idaho batholith is more similar temporally
with the Coast Mountains batholith, where flat‐slab subduction has not been inferred, than the Sierra
Nevada or Peninsular Ranges batholiths that were affected by flat subduction. Therefore, in a regional sense,
southwestern Montana does not fit the traditional model for a flattened subducted slab. This requires revi-
sion to the existing models of Laramide tectonism, either in terms of the timing inferred in the models or
considering a non‐flat‐slab control on the transition from a thin‐ to a thick‐skinned structural style, such
as the preexisting structural and sedimentary architecture of the overriding plate (e.g., Allmendinger
et al., 1983).

7. Conclusions

The new detrital zircon U‐Pb geochronology, sandstone petrography, and conglomerate clast compositional
data from stratigraphically constrained positions within the Beaverhead Group in southwestern Montana
provide insight into the timing of provenance variations to the foreland basin both spatially and temporally
throughout the Late Cretaceous. During the early stage (~88–83 Ma), sediment dispersal was characterized
by coeval mixing of separate depositional systems with distinct source areas: the Lemhi subbasin to the far
northwest and thrust sheets to the west for the Knob Mountain Formation, and Belt Supergroup rocks
located in the Lemhi Ranges and northern BeaverheadMountains for the Divide Conglomerate. Detrital zir-
con grains with ~1,380 Ma ages in the Knob Mountain Formation provide conclusive evidence for the long-
itudinal transport of gravel via Cordilleran paleorivers connecting sediment sources in east central Idaho to
more distal depocenters in southwestern Montana. A third contemporaneous system that derived sediment
from Paleozoic strata eroding off of the Blacktail‐Snowcrest Arch to the east is recorded in the slightly
younger Antone Peak Formation. Therefore, exhumation of this Laramide‐style uplift had to be well under-
way by ~81 Ma to have removed the Mesozoic overburden. By the late Campanian, sediment flux was
entirely from the Sevier‐style Medicine Lodge and McKenzie‐Four Eyes Canyon thrust sheets located to
the west. Eastward propagation of the fold‐thrust belt continued through the late Maastrichtian with sedi-
ment contributions recorded from the Hawley Creek thrust sheet and cannibalization of older Beaverhead
strata. Our results do not fit with either of the prevailing models for Laramide flat‐slab subduction and
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instead require revision of existing models for Laramide deformation or an alternative control on the transi-
tion from a thin‐ to a thick‐skinned structural style in southwestern Montana.
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